ALL LEADERS (GENERAL TRAINING) (GEN)
GEN105 - Slides for All Ages and Fob Making—Come make a neckerchief slide,
fob, kudo, &other forms of recognition. Who says slides are outdated? Not me,
come let me show you how to get your boys back into the spirit of wearing a
neckerchief slide. Are you looking for a new way to recognize boys for campouts,
helping others, or maybe even just to say thank you. Get new ideas on how to
recognize the boys in your Troop with something they can proudly wear and show
off to others. Recognize your leaders with new, off the wall ways to say thanks for
all you do in Scouting, that are inexpensive, and easy to make. Heck just come get
crafty
GEN110 - Diversity Awareness—Living in a rapidly changing world presents
Scouts and Scouters with ethical and social challenges dealing with individuals
from different ethnic and social groups. Learn how to teach Scouts and Scouters the
necessary skills to deal with our diverse world.
GEN115 - Paddle Craft Safety-Paddle Craft Safety expands Safety Afloat training
to include the skills, as well as the knowledge, needed for a unit leader to
confidentially supervise canoeing or kayaking excursions on flat water.
GEN120 - Special Needs Awareness Training—An informational session on
special needs youth and Scouting and what resources are available to help them be
successful with their Scouting journey.
GEN125 - Solving Behavioral Issues—We know your unit does not have any
behavioral issues, but learn how other units deal with behavioral challenges
involving Scouts (and Scouters).
GEN130 - Bullying and Hazing Prevention— An informative session on Bullying
and Hazing identification and prevention. This is becoming a larger problem in
society and we need ways to recognize and respond. It happens in Scouting and
tears units apart. Attend & get ideas, suggestions and thoughts on how to recognize
and respond.
GEN135-Autism and Scouting for Leaders-The Mission of Autism and Scouting is
to develop programs, projects, support and resources for all scouts on the Autism
spectrum, their families, caregivers and scout .
GEN140 - Flag Etiquette and Ceremonies— An informative session on the history
of the Flag, Flag Etiquette and Flag Ceremonies for Cub Scout, Boy Scout, Varsity
and Venturing Units.
GEN200 - Scout Show 101-How does your unit get the most out of Scout Show?
How do you and your unit market the Camp Card and what are the incentives?
Come ask questions from the experts and share ideas and experiences with other
scouters.
GEN215 - Road Tripping for Scouts— For all Scout leaders: take advantage of
Central Colorado's many attractions! Learn how to set up trips, then hit the road to
help your Scouts earn awards, learn cool things and have fun.
GEN220 - Choosing a Conservation Project—To educate and understand
conservation at BSA Camps, public land, and parks and recreation areas. Also,
good ideas for great conservation projects for units to consider.
GEN230 - Outdoor Cooking: Basic—The world of outdoor cooking using foil
techniques.
GEN235 - Outdoor Cooking: Advanced (2 hr) - Enhance your cooking skills and
cook your own lunch using foil or a Dutch oven.
GEN240 - Dutch Oven Cooking—Learn the "how to and how not to" of Dutch
oven cooking. Basic safety, sanitation, and cooking skills are demonstrated
GEN250 - Planning Camping Meals—Learn how to use basic nutrition facts and
available tools (like Nutritional Facts Panels) to teach Scouts how to plan healthy,
balanced meals for camping trips and organize a “food education” program for your
Unit.
GEN255 - Camping Food Safety and Sanitation—The discussion topics include:
Safe food handling, hand sanitation, proper dish washing, sanitizing and storage,
“Animal-proofing” your camp kitchen, wastewater issues, trash and garbage
disposal, and latrine placement.
GEN260 - What is the Hornaday Award -The William T. Hornaday Award
recognizes Scouts and Scouters for ecology efforts and service to conservation in
their communities
GEN270 - Journey to Excellence– The BSA’s performance recognition program
designed to encourage, reward success and measure the performance of our units,
districts, and council. It replaces the Centennial Quality Award's Program as a
means of encouraging excellence and providing a quality program at all levels of
the BSA.
GEN280 - Special Needs Cooking – Special dietary needs is a growing issue facing
units in Scouting. Whether those needs are religious, personal preference, or
medical necessity, they are becoming more common and challenging when we plan
events involving food. Special needs Cooking is an approach to planning and
cooking that accounts for the dietary needs while also promoting scouting values
and inclusiveness. This session will give you the tools to implement with your unit.
GEN355– How to complete the Silver Beaver and District Award of Merit
Nomination forms-Each year, districts and councils recognize their outstanding
leaders. Nominations for these awards may be made at any time throughout the
year. Learn what information you will need to complete these nominations and
how to sell your nominee to the nomination committees.
GEN410 - Awards from the Heart—Are you looking for new ways and ideas to
positively recognize Scouters in your unit? We have 101 suggestions!

GEN420 - Leader Knots and Recognition— Learn about the different Recognition
Knots, learn about the Scout Insignia Guide, and learn how to best recognize the
valuable contributions of your adult volunteers.
GEN520 - Scouting Safety Begins with Leadership—Learn how to run a safe and
exciting program using the "Guide to Safe Scouting," the "Sweet 16 of Safety" and
the "Sandwich Principle."
GEN525 - Cold Water Immersion-Cold water immersion kills in several ways. The
colder the water, the greater the chance of death. However, the initial reaction to
cold water immersion can occur in water as warm as 77° Fahrenheit. By
understanding how your body reacts to cold water, you can prepare for and be better
able to respond appropriately, thus increasing your chance of survival.
GEN530-Flag Ceremonies for All Ages-Basic Flag Ceremonies for scouts of all
ages
GEN540 - E-Prep for the Adult Volunteer (2 hr) - Are we really as prepared for a
natural or man-made disaster as we think we are? Learn the cheapest best way to
insure your family is protected for at least 72 hours should all power cease and first
responders are overwhelmed. Learn the best practices for managing any pre-planned
or natural disaster by reviewing National Incident Management System concepts
and applying the concepts with real world events.
GEN515 Basic First Aid/CPR / AED Certification - 4 Hour Basic First Aid Course
taught by a certified American Red Cross instructor. $25 Incremental Fee for this
First Aid Course to cover course materials and participants receiving a First Aid
book and DVD.
GEN570—Philmont Information for the Curious—A general overview of
Philmont operations including Backcountry Treks, Philmont Training Center,
Autumn programs, Winter programs and the Family program.
GEN610 - A Scout is Reverent-Just like bookends, the 1st point Trustworthy and
the 12th point Reverent, are the Boy Scout Laws that support the 10 points in
between them. The 12 point represents “Duty to God” Learn what opportunities
the youth in your unit have to learn more about their religion and earn their religious
award.
GEN620 - Web Pages and Social Networking—Learn how to use a website to
improve Troop communications. BSA and the Denver Area Council internet
publishing guidelines are covered.
GEN630 - Scouting and the Jewish Community—Scouting provides an excellent
opportunity to carry on a continuing program of Jewish education in familiar
surroundings for all the young people in your organization. The Jewish religious
program provides age appropriate goals for young people to participate in the
religious life of the community.
GEN750 - Scouting Religious Emblems—Scouting Religious Emblems are a great
source of satisfaction, awareness and confusion! To encourage members to grow
stronger in their faith, religious groups have developed religious emblems programs
- but few Scouts earn them! What can we do increase awareness? Come learn about
the programs for different faiths, what many of the awards look like, and what you
can do to promote this important aspect of Scouting.
GEN800 - Scout Leaders & The Tax Law—A look at the tax deductions that are
available to individuals who volunteer as Scout Leaders (and at some of the urban
myths about this topic).
GEN810 - Unit Finances: How To Avoid the Big Surprise—How to avoid being
that Troop with all the missing money that you hear about on the news, plus IRS
filing responsibilities for Scout Troops.
GEN815 - Taking Popcorn Sales to the Next Level—How your Unit can "pop" up
to that next level of sales. Sales and marketing techniques for Units and Scouts.
How your sales help your District and your Council.
GEN820 - Finding and working with Den Chiefs (Adults Only)—Join us for an
interactive discussion on how to find and work with Den Chiefs. It is for both Den
and Pack leaders and Boy Scout Leaders, all of whom will interact with and mentor
the Den Chiefs, they have. We will look at what a Den Chief is, what he/she can
and cannot do, how to find and interview a Den Chief and mentoring a Den Chiefs.
It will include some simulation practice with Den Chiefs
GEN900 - Chartered Organization Representative Conference— (2 hr) - Join us to
learn more about the role and responsibilities of the Chartered Organization
Representative. The conference includes discussions on Scouting's unique Chartered
Partner concept, the selective leadership process, health and safety guidelines,
quality program and more. New or experienced, you will benefit from this
informative session.
GEN910-Membership Standards Implementation Information Session-The BSA
has recently released their initial implementation resources addressing the change
to membership standards voted on at this year's annual meeting. Attend this session
to find out more information on the new membership standards.
GEN920 - Trouble Getting Volunteers-A small group discussion with a practice
"invitation to be a volunteer" role-play. Includes how to successfully recruit,
recruiting misconceptions, checklists and resources.

CUB SCOUT LEADERS (CSL)
CSL100 - Beyond online Cub Leader Training (2-Period Class)-Discover how
much more you will learn about being a Cub Scout leader when you take the live
face to face training. Enjoy the sharing and camaraderie among other adult leaders
and how you can take it back to your Pack and or Den meetings.
CSL110 - Cub Scout Academics and Sports Programs—The Cub Scout
Academics and Sports program is a supplemental enrichment program that
complements the existing Cub Scout program. The Cub Scouts Academics and
Sports Program is one method of addressing the third aim of Scouting: the
development of physical, mental and emotional fitness. This class covers the
fundamentals of the program and how to implement it within the Den or Pack.
CSL115 - Cub Scout Awards - Where Do They Go? - My son has earned all of this
bling. Where does it go on his uniform? Come find out and learn from other Cub
Scout Leaders.
CSL130 - Den Games—Fun Games for your Den meetings.
CSL135 - Magical Award Ceremonies-Learn how to deliver the "Magic" of Cub
Scouting.
CSL150 - All Tied Up in Knots—Having trouble learning to tie basic Cub and Boy
Scout knots? Or would you like to learn new ways to teach the old knots? Then sign
up for All Tied Up In Knots.
CSL200 - BALOO - Basic Adult Leader Outdoor Orientation—Basic Adult
Leader Outdoor Orientation (BALOO) provides a hands-on learning experience
designed to give Cub Scout leaders the techniques they need to plan and conduct
Pack overnight camping activities. It is required that at least one BALOO trained
adult attend every Pack Camping event.
CSL210 - Field Trips for Cub Scouts—How to plan and conduct a fun and
rewarding Field Trip for Cub Scouts.
CSL230 - Hug-a-Tree and Survive—Learn how to teach the Hug-A-Tree and
Survive (HATS) program to your Cub Scouts and their families. HATS teaches kids
ages 5-12 how to keep from getting lost, what to do if they get lost, how to stay
warm and dry, and how to help searchers find them.
CSL240 - Cub Scout Camping—The basics of Cub Scout Camping.
CSL280 - Leave No Trace for Cub Scouts - The Basics—Understand the
principles of Leave No Trace and the Cub Scout Outdoor Code, how to teach these
and why outdoor ethics are needed. Learn age appropriate Leave No Trace
techniques specifically geared for Cub Scout in urban and back country outdoor
activities.
CSL290 - Woodworking for Cub Scout Leaders—Learn how to develop and create
fun and safe woodworking projects for Cub Scouts.
CSL295 - Whittlin’ Chip and Soap Carving -Soap is the first material used by Cub
Scouts for practicing with the knife. It's soft texture makes it easy to carve and safer
to work with because less pressure is needed to shape it. After practicing carving
with soap, sticks and twigs are often used for transitioning Cub Scouts to whittling
wood.
CSL510 - Webelos Den Success—Designed for Webelos and Bear Den leaders.
Where to get help to make the most of the program and squeeze out all it has to
offer on the road to becoming Boy Scouts.
CSL580 - Webelos Camping (2 hr) - Go camping with Webelos with confidence!
This course covers rules & policies, where to camp, reviewing equipment, how to
prepare and how to make your camping experience the best possible.
CSL800 - Pack Program Planning—Resources for the Pack Committee to conduct
a successful Pack Program Planning session.
CSL820 - Den and Pack Meeting Resources (2 hr) - Resources for planning Pack
and Den activities throughout the year
CSL900 - Discipline in the Den and the Pack—Are the Scouts in your Pack or
Den driving you nuts? Are your meetings poorly attended and loosely managed?
Does your Den or Pack suffer from too much annual attrition? Attend this session
we'll give you some ideas, tips and tricks for making your Den meetings and Pack
meetings more fun, more organized and better attended.
CSL912 - Tiger Leaders - The Basics—The key to a successful Pack is to know
"The Basics". This class will show the benefits of having an active Tiger Cub
program as an integral part of your Pack as each "Track to Tiger Cub" is presented.
CSL915 - Tiger Leaders - The 1st Den Meeting—You only get one chance to
make a first impression so attend this class to get some ideas to make your 1st Tiger
Cub Den meeting grrrrrrreat!
CSL965 - Cubmaster Secrets— Join in this discussion / class on what works in the
big scheme of Cub Scouting.

BOY SCOUT LEADERS (BSL)
BSL105-BSA Outdoor Ethics-Program and Awards—BSA’s outdoor Ethics uses the
seven principles of Leave No Trace and the five principles of Tread Lightly to support
the Outdoor Code by providing Scouting members with a principled framework for
assist them in arriving at proper ethical decisions while recreating outdoors.
BSL90-CELL: Integrate it into your Troop Meetings: You may not be 007, but you can
help keep our country safe from terrorist threats, earn BSA merit badge credits
BSL110-Planning Boy Scout Outings and Campouts-Outdoor adventure is the
promise made to boys when they join Scouting. Boys yearn for outdoor programs that
stir their imagination and interest. Learn to help your scouts plan and carry out
activities with thoughtful guidance from their Scoutmaster and other adult leaders.
Good youth leadership, communication, and teamwork enable them to achieve goals
they have set for themselves, their patrol, crew, team or unit.
BSL115-Globe Knots (Decorative Knots)-Learn to tie a glove knot using 550 Para
cord. The Glove Knot is a type of Celtic Knot, call the Seal of Solomon. Instead of a
flat design, the knot can be tightened to form a round, finished ball. Both ends can be
tucked inside the sphere, or the knot can dangle from one portion of the cord.
BSL150 - Too Tied Up in Knots—Having trouble learning to tie basic and more
advanced Boy Scout knots? Or would you like to learn more new ways to teach these
knots. Then sign up for Too Tied Up In Knots.
BSL200 - Boy Scout Camping - The Basics—Haven't been camping in a while, here's
where to start!
BSL205 - Troop Equipment and Gadgets—Discuss equipment, how it can be built and
modified to best meet the needs of your Troop.
BSL215 - Winter Camping Basics—Fail to Plan = Plan to Fail;
Always bring a bit more than what you think you'll need . Learn to be warm and
comfortable in the cold.
BSL220 - Hiking and Backpacking Needs and Skills for Boy Scouts—How to safely
and successfully take a hike or a backpacking trip. Learn about the "10 Essentials",
safety considerations, time considerations and how to create fun along the way.
BSL250 - Orienteering: Basic (2 hr) - Learn map reading, map orienting and taking a
compass bearing. Expect to be outside to acquire these skills which will help you
teach basic map and compass from Cub Scout through Second Class.
BSL255 - Orienteering: Advanced (2 hr) - Learn skills needed to complete both First
Class and Orienteering Merit Badge requirements. This is a two period class which
will include completing a one mile orienteering course. Be prepared to walk and learn.
BSL257 - Get in the Game with Geocaching (2 hr) - Heard about Geocaching and
want to know more?
BSL270 - Patrol Challenge Events—Add interesting learning opportunities and
healthy competition to your Troop meetings by giving your Scouts a chance to compete
in Patrol Challenges. Challenges can cover knots, lashings, first aid, wilderness
knowledge and other Scouting skills. Discussion includes ideas, topics and rewards,
and how to introduce Patrol Challenges to your Troop. Participants get a list of ideas
and practical hands-on experience with a select sample of Challenges.
BSL280 - Leave No Trace for Boy Scouts - The Basics—Understand the principles of
Leave No Trace and the Boy Scout Outdoor Code, how to teach these and why outdoor
ethics are needed.
BSL285 - Leave No Trace - Advanced - Adults and Scouts (3 hr) - Advanced Leave
No Trace Principles including what is needed for a Scout or a Scouter to be an
instructor of the Basics of Leave No Trace.
BSL300 - Boy Scout Advancement—How does it work? What are the steps a Boy
Scout follows? Learn how to keep your records straight for Boy Scouts advancing plus
the roles of the adult and the Scout in the advancement process.
BSL310 - Boards of Review: Non-Eagle—A Board of Review is the final step for
Scout advancement at each rank. Are your Boards of Review effective? Do they
motivate your Scouts? Are you comfortable sitting on a Board of Review?
BSL320 - Boy Scout Ceremonies—Learn how to conduct a meaningful Boy Scout
Ceremony.
BSL335– Eagle and Beyond– Learn how to guide a Scout from Life to Eagle rank and
how to help one who is quickly approaching his 18th birthday. What it means to be an
Eagle Scout and what is available to them after they have achieved the Eagle Rank both
adults and youth.
BSL800 - Den Chief Conference - Training for Den Chiefs (Scout's only) - All Day
Course—An all-day training session for Boy Scouts and Venturing Scouts who act as
Den Chiefs for Webelos and Cub Scout Dens.
BSL910 - Merit Badge Counselor Training—Merit badges are more than a means to
rank advancement in the Scout program. They are an educational opportunity to
inspire. A Merit Badge Counselor’s expertise provides an invaluable service to the
Scout program. The Denver Area Council must assure Merit Badge Counselors
understand BSA’s Aims, Methods and Mission. It is important that Merit Badge
Counselors know how Scouts can learn and grow through the merit badge process.
This “how-to” class provides you with the information you will need to understand
what is required and expected of a Merit Badge Counselor..
BSL930 - Scoutmaster Leadership and Coaching—A review of the proper role of a
Scoutmaster; how to encourage and manage an effective Scout run program; and build
relationships with key youth leaders.
BSL935 - Scoutmaster Minutes—Discuss the importance of Scoutmaster Minutes,
sources for topics, plus how to present a Scoutmaster Minute at Troop meetings,
campouts and other special occasions.

BSL940 - Improving Youth Leadership in a Boy Led Troop (2 Hour Course) Methods for Scouters to successfully introduce and implement BSA youth
leadership responsibilities and duties to newly elected youth leaders for their growth
in leadership roles. A review of the Introduction to Leadership Skills for Troops
(ILST) course.
BSL945-Introduction to Leadership Skills for Troops-This class is aimed at youth
leadership in the Troop presenting methods for Scouts to implement leadership
training and development and gives tips on how to promote and run a youth run unit
BSL950 - Scouting's Honor Society: the Order of the Arrow—1001 Things You
Don't Know about the Order of the Arrow (OA) and 3 You Do. Learn how to use the
OA to retain Scouts longer and how the OA can help your Troop, neighboring Cub
Scout Packs and your community, what are my duties and responsibilities? What is
the history of the OA?
BSL960 - Teaching the EDGE Method—Learn to instruct using the Explain,
Demonstrate, Guide, and Enable technique.
BSL1000-National Map Corp-The USGS National Geospatial
Program (NGP) sponsored various forms of volunteer map data collection projects
over the past two decades.
COMMISSIONERS (COM)
COM100 - COMBAT - Commissioner Basic
Training (4 hr) - Do you enjoy helping the Scouting Program? Do you drink water?
Do you breathe air? If you can answer yes to these 3 basic questions, then
you probably qualify as someone who could be a valuable contributor to the
Scouting Program in terms of being a Unit Commissioner. This class tells you what
being a Commissioner is all about and provides you with the Basics for being a Unit
Commissioner.
COM101--Advanced Commissioner Training-further develop leadership,
communications, management, and Commissioner skills in order to improve your
ability to serve youth.
COM120 - 2014 Recharter Kickoff for Unit Commissioners—February, 2014
Recharter is not that far away. Unit Commissioners: Join us for exciting updates and
information on the upcoming Recharter process.
COM130 - How Unit Leaders and Commissioners Can Work Together—Does
your Pack or Troop have a Unit Commissioner? Do your Unit Leaders and parent
volunteers know and understand the role of the Unit Commissioner? Do you want
to deliver the best possible program to your Scouts? Learn how your Unit
Commissioner can help you.
COM190 - Commissioners Forum—Open discussion forum – question and answer
time on any subject concerning Unit Service. Valuable information on the direction
of Commissioner Service from the National Office.

DAY CARE Scouting is a family program. Day Care will be available for
families with younger children. Day Care attendees must be at least 3 years
old and POTTY TRAINED. There will be age/gender appropriate activities
for your child while you attend training.

UNIVERSITY
OF SCOUTING

MIDWAY—Visit the Midway from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm! Here you can talk to
the Program Leads and get information on many more programs offered by the
Denver Area Council, outdoor activities, crafts and vendors at more than 40
information tables.




Red Rocks Community College,
Lakewood Campus
13300 W 6th Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80228
OCTOBER 26, 2013
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Lunch will be served from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM
There will be a download station for course material, so bring your Flash
Drives. (No CD’s Please)

Cost: $35.00 un l October 21, 2013
A er October 21st and all walk‐ins: $50.00
Day Care: $5.00 per child
The Denver Area Council is excited to conduct the University of
Scouting again in 2013. It will be an outstanding training program
for all Cub Scout, Boy Scouts, Varsity and Venturing Leaders and
Commissioners. You are encouraged to join us for a day of
learning, fellowship, and FUN!

How Do I Register?
Registration available online at the Council website:
www.denverboyscouts.org. Class information is available online
as well as at Roundtables and at District meetings beginning in
September.

Who Should Attend University of Scouting?
Registration Information:
All registered leaders, prospective leaders, den chiefs, and parents Cost: $35 before October 21, 2013
who are looking for the very best program for their scouts will find a Cost after October 21 and walk –ins: $50
variety of class sessions relevant to their position in Scouting.
UNIVERSITY OF SCOUTING
Red Rocks Community College,
Lakewood Campus
13300 W 6th Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80228
OCTOBER 26, 2013
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

The University of Scouting is a Scout leader’s learning adventure!
It is an action-packed, fun-filled day of required and supplemental
training where you choose the sessions that you want to take.
Sessions are led by experienced volunteers who will help you
enhance your ability to deliver a fun and exciting program to your
scouts.
Class sessions are designed to help leaders improve their skills
and increase their knowledge about Cub Scouting, Boy Scouting,
Venturing, and Commissioner Service. The University of Scouting
is a single day packed with a year’s worth of program ideas and
information. In addition, you’ll have the opportunity to meet and
share ideas with Scouters from across the Denver Area Council.

On-line registration will close October 21, 2013
What's Included in my Registration Fee?
In addition to receiving a full day of fun with a variety of classes,
handouts, and fellowship with hundreds of fellow Scouters,
everyone will receive a commemorative patch, a continental
breakfast, and lunch.
Plan to join us at this training opportunity for Scouting leaders and
Boy Scouts (enrolled in Den Chief Training or Leave No Trace) and
help spread the word!
IMPORTANT NOTE: We will have a flag retirement station, so
bring flags that should be retired and we will take care of the rest.

Chairman:
Jason Pettis
uofs.pettis@gmail.com
303-902-8526

